For the purpose of carrying forward the art of floury flower, this article elaborated the diversified performance of floury flower under the new situation from three aspects: the necessity of diversified performance of floury flower, the diverse manifestations of floury flower, and the diversify development of floury flower.
sacrificial offerings and other folk activities, both to eat the practicality, but also watch the ornamental, popular in China to eat pasta-based North [1] . Traditional surface flowers are mainly made of flour, water and food coloring and some beans, peanuts, dates, walnuts, peppers, paper and other auxiliary materials, making tools mainly from the basin, toothpicks, combs, scissors, needles and other daily necessities. Production points is to make full use of combs, scissors and other tools, through the comb pressure, scissors, hand pinch and other methods made. For example, using scissors to cut out beautiful graphics, such as fish scales, chicken body hair, with comb out of some patterns such as: fins, hand pinch out some flowers and other decorations, through the use of toothpicks will do The fragmented shape and the main body to connect. Finally, the use of pigment, or beans, peanuts, dates, walnuts, peppers and other points, line elements are for decoration, modeling novel, rich colors. It has appeared in the commodity market, resulting in economic benefits.
The traditional surface of the main points are edible and inedible two edible surface flowers are the usual gift face flowers, the use of natural pigment, made of flour can be eaten, but the color is not very bright. Incombustible surface flower is mainly participating flower, due to the use of chemical dyes, although the face flower color made brilliant, but inedible, can only watch. Paper surface flower [2] is based on the paper as a carrier surface pattern recording and face flower design, the advantage is easy to manage and use.
Face flower paper presented
Paper records relative electronic records more arbitrary, has become a lot of artists to collect inspiration. Simon Dunant, a creative industry man, likes to graffiti and record the world in his eyes anytime, anywhere: "I do not like environments that are too regulated. Many of them are inspired by divergent thinking when they feel free, Paper records with randomness, this is a breeding ground for inspiration. I often in my own work, diary easy to record the feelings of thought, sometimes words, sometimes sketches, these are my precious wealth, because They bring a lot of good advertising ideas to me. "As a successor to Art Nouveau, paper recording or creation is also essential, and the existence of paper noumenon also requires our deep thinking and the study. 
Face flower digital presentation

Other media face flower
The same content due to different media, resulting in different content production and editing logic, different market needs, different business models, and therefore in the multi-cultural and diverse needs of today, face flower art is not just the traditional face to face as the main The physical display of materials, paper displays, electronic displays, and the display of other kinds of new materials have become inevitable in the past. The combination of art, such as pottery, clay sculpture, anime, and face flower art will enhance the charm of face flower art. For example: the combination of modern animation can be derived from a variety of texture face flower shape cartoon toys.
The Development of Face Flower Art
During the teaching of face flower art, it makes deep researches and researches on the face flower art modeling research, aesthetic culture research, that is, the modeling concept, aesthetic standard and aesthetic ideal of the opposite flower art. Opposite the theme of flower art, modeling, color, performance, as well as commercial innovation research. Such as the concept of the original shape of the flower pattern and the original pattern of the original flower pattern, and then the sensory rendering of the image, the symbolic communication of meaning and the vivid artistic conception of artistic conception are discussed respectively. On the basis of digital technology, combining with the creative thinking of the traditional flourishing color system, we started to innovate the flourishes and create a new color system based on the concept of color system of concept of life and birth, yin and yang and five elements of gossip in Chinese traditional folk art [3] The new color system of the times. Second, we can also combine face flower art with paper cutting, shadow play, embroidery, mask and other ethnic arts, or combine face flower, Q facial expression, animation style, illustrator and other modern art to recreate face flower art. Not only the general art itself, but also the arts related to science, humanities and technology, such as the common development of science and technology, humanities and arts, sensory arts, life art and entertainment art. Each creation objectively accumulates culture. The creation of cultural and cultural creation activities through creation requires the carrying out of various forms of social practice. This requires us to carry out interactive development of flower-faced arts. We can make use of modern technology to innovate and practice the flower of the opposite side and mix other traditional art elements in the face flower art so as to produce the flower animation art, the face flower digital pattern design and the face flower installation art. It has inherited folk traditional culture by means of "creation" and given new life and vitality to traditional culture.
In short, through the in-depth analysis and study of the diversity of flower art, it not only conforms to the social development, but also innovates the flower art, expands the influence of flower art, expands our creative thinking and promotes the modern design work Expressive. At the same time, in the process of carrying on the diversified traditions of flower art, it is necessary to not only inherit "artistry" but also inherit "spirit", that is, the cultural feelings of the nation. We must also let young students into folk culture, enjoy folk culture, love folk culture, our folk culture can get a good heritage and development.
